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A B S T R A C T

Mobile devices such as smartphones and smartwatches are part of our everyday life, acquiring large amount
of personal information that needs to be properly secured. Among the different authentication techniques,
behavioural biometrics has become a very popular method as it allows authentication in a non-intrusive and
continuous way. This study proposes M-GaitFormer, a novel mobile biometric gait verification system based
on Transformer architectures. This biometric system only considers the accelerometer and gyroscope data
acquired by the mobile device. A complete analysis of the proposed M-GaitFormer is carried out using the
popular available databases whuGAIT and OU-ISIR. M-GaitFormer achieves Equal Error Rate (EER) values
of 3.42% and 2.90% on whuGAIT and OU-ISIR, respectively, outperforming other state-of-the-art approaches
based on popular Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs).
. Introduction

The deployment of mobile devices in our society has become ubiq-
itous, interacting with them at anytime, anywhere. As a result, our
obile devices have become data hubs, storing all our personal in-

ormation such as diary and financial information (Delgado-Santos
t al., 2022a; Niknejad et al., 2020). As a consequence, it is crucial
o protect the access to them using robust and user-friendly tech-
iques (Melzi et al., 2022). One of the most popular authentication
echniques is based on behavioural biometrics. Behavioural traits such
s gait (Hadjkacem et al., 2020), keystroke dynamics (Stragapede
t al., 2022), touch gestures (Acien et al., 2021), and handwritten
ignature (Tolosana et al., 2021) have recently shown impressive results
n different security scenarios.

Gait biometrics is based on several patterns of the subject such
s the arm swing amplitude, step frequency, and gait length (Wang
t al., 2003). This trait can be considered in different authentication
cenarios such as surveillance cameras capturing the data with visual
ensors (Singh et al., 2018), or mobile devices where data are acquired
sing inertial sensors (i.e., accelerometer and gyroscope) (Marsico and
ecca, 2019). In this paper we focus on the latter, mobile gait biomet-

ics through inertial sensors, considering the challenging verification
cenario. This is an interesting scenario as: (i) subjects do not have to
erform any specific task (i.e., interact with the mobile device), and
ii) subjects can be authenticated in a continuous non-intrusive way
Anon, 2018; Patel et al., 2016).

∗ Corresponding author at: School of Engineering, University of Kent, United Kingdom.
E-mail address: p.delgado-de-santos@kent.ac.uk (P. Delgado-Santos).

Recently, most biometric gait verification systems proposed in the
literature have been based on popular Deep Learning (DL) architec-
tures, such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNNs). However, some constraints remain part of the
problem (Sepas-Moghaddam and Etemad, 2022; Filipi Gonçalves dos
Santos et al., 2022). The main limitations are: (i) sequential computa-
tion; (ii) squeeze the previous data seen; and (iii) vanishing gradients
during back propagation (Vaswani et al., 2017; Hutchins et al., 2022).
In order to overcome these limitations, Transformer architectures have
been proposed in recent years in several fields (e.g., machine transla-
tion, computer vision, time-series forecasting, etc.) (Tay et al., 2022).
Their main advantages in comparison with traditional deep learning
architectures are: (i) they are feed-forward models, processing all se-
quences in parallel; (ii) they apply self-attention mechanisms, operating
over long sequences; (iii) they process all the sequences efficiently even
in one batch; and (iv) they attend all the previous data simultaneously
without the need to summarise them (Vaswani et al., 2017).

This study proposes M-GaitFormer, a novel mobile biometric gait
verification system based on Transformers in order to overcome pre-
vious limitations and improve the state of the art. Fig. 1 provides
a graphical representation of the proposed approach, including both
learning and inference stages. First, we consider as input the accelerom-
eter and gyroscope time sequences captured by the mobile device. After
that, we can observe two main modules: (i) a feature extractor module
based on an adaptation of our recently proposed Transformer architec-
ture (Delgado-Santos et al., 2022b), which is trained on a learning stage
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of M-GaitFormer, the proposed mobile biometric gait verification system based on Transformers. 𝑁 : total number of subjects; 𝑋𝑒: Enrolment input
sequences; 𝑋𝑡: Test input sequences; 𝑓 (𝑋𝑒): Enrolment feature vector; 𝑓 (𝑋𝑡): Test feature vector.
using a development dataset, and (ii) a similarity computation module
based on Euclidean distance or Support Vector Machine (SVM), which
provides the final verification score of the comparison (inference stage).

The main contributions of this article are:

• An in-depth analysis of state-of-the-art deep learning approaches
for mobile biometric gait verification, detailing key public
databases and results.

• Proposal of M-GaitFormer, a novel mobile biometric gait verifi-
cation system based on Transformers. In particular, we consider
an adaptation of our recent Transformer architecture for fea-
ture extraction (Delgado-Santos et al., 2022b). Fig. 2 provides a
graphical representation of the proposed Transformer architec-
ture. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that
explores the potential of Transformers for the task of mobile
biometric gait verification. Finally, for the biometric similarity
computation module, we explore different configurations such as
the popular Euclidean distance or different SVM configurations,
i.e., One-Class SVM (OC-SVM), and Binary SVM (B-SVM).

• A complete analysis of the proposed M-GaitFormer is carried
out using the popular available databases whuGAIT (Zou et al.,
2020) and OU-ISIR (Iwama et al., 2012; Ngo et al., 2014). M-
GaitFormer achieves Equal Error Rate (EER) values of 3.42%
and 2.90% on whuGAIT and OU-ISIR, respectively, outperforming
other state-of-the-art approaches based on traditional CNNs and
RNNs.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2
summarises the related work on gait verification on mobile devices.
Section 3 describes the proposed M-GaitFormer system with the
Transformer-based feature extractor and the different similarity com-
putation configurations (i.e., Euclidean distance, OC-SVM, and B-SVM).
Section 4 presents a detailed description of the popular whuGAIT (Zou
et al., 2020) and OU-ISIR (Iwama et al., 2012; Ngo et al., 2014)
databases whereas Section 5 describes the experimental setup. Section 6
contains the experimental results of the proposed M-GaitFormer, and
the comparison with the state of the art. Finally, Section 7 draws
conclusions and future research lines.
2

2. Related work

Biometric gait verification allows a corroboration as to whether a
subject is who he/she claims to be based on the gait patterns. Due to the
high deployment of mobile devices and their accurate sensors, mobile
gait biometrics is becoming more and more popular nowadays (Marsico
and Mecca, 2019). This is usually based on the background sensors
data captured by mobile devices, in particular the accelerometer and
gyroscope (Acien et al., 2020).

One of the most popular public databases is OU-ISIR, presented
by (Ngo et al., 2014). This database comprises 744 subjects and con-
siders the gyroscope and accelerometer data of the mobile device. In
addition to the database, the authors implemented a Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) scheme with verification purposes achieving an EER
of 13.5%. However, the experimental protocol considered in that paper
might not be very realistic for operational conditions as the same
subjects were considered for both training and testing the system.
Despite this, other studies in the literature have followed similar exper-
imental protocols, achieving EER values between 5% and 10% through
handcrafted machine learning techniques, for example: Hoang et al.
presented an approach based on Gait Dynamic Images (GDIs) and
i-vector (Zhong and Deng, 2014), Sprager and Juric proposed a feature
extractor based on Higher-Order Statistics (HOS) (Sprager and Juric,
2015), and Subramanian and Sarkar introduced an approach based on
the Kabsch alignment (Subramanian and Sarkar, 2019).

In recent years, researchers have turned to DL techniques to ex-
tract more discriminative features. Delgado-Escaño et al. presented an
approach based on CNNs (Delgado-Escaño et al., 2018). Data were
divided into two branches, one for each sensor (accelerometer and gy-
roscope). CNN features extracted from each branch were concatenated
into a common feature vector, and the Euclidean distance was finally
computed in order to obtain the similarity score between enrolment
and test samples. An EER of 1.1% was obtained over the OU-ISIR
database, considering the same subjects for training and testing the gait
verification systems. A similar approach was also presented by Tran
and Choi in (Tran and Choi, 2020), considering CNNs as the feature
extractor and OC-SVM for the similarity computation, achieving 4.49%
EER in similar experimental protocol conditions.

As we have described, previous approaches in the literature tend to

use the same subjects to train and test their gait verification systems.
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the Transformer-based Feature Extractor. 𝑋: Input sequences; 𝑓 (𝑋): Feature vector; GRE: Gaussian Range Encoding; T: Transposition; Nx, Rx,
x, Hx: Number of layers of each type; BGV CNN: Biometric Gait Verification CNN.
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owever, this scenario may not be realistic representing operational
onditions, as the CNN feature extractor needs to be trained every
ime new subjects are available. Following this observation, Nguyen
t al. presented an approach based on CNNs and SVM (Nguyen et al.,
017), considering different sets of subjects for training and testing.
hey evaluated their proposed approach with the OU-ISIR database
chieving an EER of 10.43%, much higher compared with the case
f using the same subjects for training and testing. Fernandez et al.
ncorporated in (Fernandez-Lopez et al., 2019) RNN-LSTMs to extract
eatures and then compared them with Euclidean distance. A final EER
alue of 7.55% was obtained.

Apart from the popular OU-ISIR database, Zou et al. presented
n (Zou et al., 2020) the whuGAIT database based on mobile data from
yroscope and accelerometer sensors. They also presented a standard
xperimental protocol considering different subjects for training and
esting the systems. In addition, they proposed an approach based on
wo CNN-branches (one for each sensor) that are concatenated and
ntroduced into a single RNN-branch. A final 6.5% EER was obtained
sing an OC-SVM classifier for the final similarity computation. Re-
ently, Tran et al. presented in (Tran et al., 2021) a new approach based
n a multi-CNN and multi-RNN system. In both databases, different
ubjects were used for training and testing the systems, achieving EER
alues of 4.52% and 3.36% for the whuGAIT and OU-ISIR databases,
espectively.

To summarise this section, we can see that most approaches in the
iterature are based on popular CNN and RNN architectures, despite
he limitations described in Section 1. In addition, it is important to
emark the high variability of the performance results depending on
he specific experimental protocol, i.e., training and testing the system
ith the same subjects or not. These aspects motivate the proposal of
ovel biometric gait verification systems based on Transformers and
he evaluation of them under realistic experimental conditions.

. Proposed system: M-GaitFormer

Fig. 1 shows the general diagram of the proposed gait verification
ystem for mobile scenarios. First, the three-axis accelerometer and
yroscope time sequences, 𝑋, captured by the mobile device are con-
idered as input. Each time sequence contains 𝐿 samples. Then, the
roposed system consists of two modules: (i) a feature extractor module
ased on a Transformer architecture, which is trained on a learning
tage using a development dataset of subjects; and (ii) a similarity
omputation module, which provides the final verification score of the
omparison (inference stage). We describe next each module in detail.

.1. Feature extractor

Fig. 2 provides a graphical representation of the feature extractor
ased on a Transformer architecture. The Vanilla Transformer (Vaswani

t al., 2017), which was introduced for machine translation showing

3

mpressive results. This architecture needs some adaptations to be
sed in different domains, such as time sequences. Several researchers
ave presented diverse modifications in order to improve this original
ransformer architecture, reducing complexity, including periodicity-
ased dependencies or time-depending encoding (Tay et al., 2022). We
rovide next a description of our proposed Transformer architecture.

Following the idea presented in (Li et al., 2021), our proposed
ransformer contains two branches: (i) Temporal Branch, which ex-
racts information related to time from the input sequences (temporal-
ver-channel features); and (ii) Channel Branch, which extracts in-
ormation related to space from the input sequences (channel-over-
emporal features).

Analysing first the Temporal Branch, the input time sequences 𝑋
re modelled using a Gaussian Range Encoding (GRE) to preserve
emporal information. The Probability Density Functions (PDFs) of the

Gaussian distributions are L1-normalised and combined into a vector.
n addition, the encoding can be applied over different ranges at each
ingle point, acquiring a more complete context position. Consequently,
he output of the GRE, 𝑋′, is the weighted multiplication of the nor-
alised PDFs, 𝛽, over the different ranges of the input time sequenc-

s 𝑋:
′ = 𝛽 +𝑋 (1)

After the GRE, the Temporal Branch contains a sequential stack of
hree types of layers: 𝑁 , 𝑅, and 𝑀 , being 𝑓𝑇 (𝑋) the output feature
ector. In particular, 𝑁 and 𝑀 are identical layers, comprising the
ollowing two sequential sub-layers: (i) a multi-head Auto-Correlation
echanism, proposed in (Wu et al., 2021), and (ii) a multi-scale Bio-
etric Gait Verification (BGV) CNN specifically designed for the task.
he multi-head Auto-Correlation sub-layer connects different sequences
mong estimated periods. A Time Delay Aggregation (TDA) block is
ntroduced to align similar sub-sequences under different time delays,
1,… , 𝜏𝑘. Specifically, the Auto-Correlation mechanism can be defined
s:

1,… , 𝜏𝑘 = argTopK
𝜏 𝜖 (1,…,𝐿)

(𝑅𝑄,𝐾 (𝜏))

�̂�𝑄,𝐾 (𝜏1),… , �̂�𝑄,𝐾 (𝜏𝑘) = SoftMax(𝑅𝑄,𝐾 (𝜏1),… , 𝑅𝑄,𝐾 (𝜏𝑘))

Auto-Correlation(𝑄,𝐾, 𝑉 ) =
𝑘
∑

𝑖=1
Roll(𝑉 , 𝜏𝑖)�̂�𝑄,𝐾 (𝜏𝑖) (2)

where argTopK is the output of TopK correlations of the Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFTs) along 𝐿; 𝑅𝑄,𝐾 is the Auto-Correlation between the
𝑄 queries and the 𝐾 keys; and Roll(𝑉 , 𝜏𝑖) scroll 𝑋 with a 𝜏 time delay
over the 𝑉 values, re-introducing the elements moved beyond the first
position to the last one.

The output of the sub-layer is the concatenation of applying Auto-
Correlation to 𝐹 independent heads. The multi-scale BGV CNN

sub-layer comprises a CNN with ReLU activations and unique kernels
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for the different scales. Following each sub-layer, a residual connection
and a layer normalisation are included (𝐴𝑑𝑑 & 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚 in Fig. 2).

Finally, 𝑅 layers consist of the Block-Recurrent Transformer ar-
chitecture presented in (Hutchins et al., 2022). Fig. 2 (right) pro-
vides a graphical representation of the recurrent layers in detail. First,
the time sequences are modelled using a positional encoding. After
that, a recurrent form of attention over time sequences is introduced,
which comprises two directions: vertical and horizontal. The vertical
direction consists of two sub-layers: (i) a multi-head Self-Attention
mechanism and (ii) a multi-scale BGV CNN network. The multi-head
Self-Attention mechanism contains two different attentions: (i) Full-
Attention to the time sequences to extract the values 𝑉 and the match-
ing keys 𝐾 (Vaswani et al., 2017); and (ii) Cross-Attention to the
recurrent states (initialised to 0) to extract the 𝑄 queries. Consequently,
a BGV CNN network with ReLU activations and unique kernels for
the different scales. Previous to each sub-layer, a layer normalisation
is included, while after each sub-layer a residual connection is added
(𝐴𝑑𝑑 & 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚 in Fig. 2). Regarding the horizontal direction, it also
contains the same two sub-layers. However, in contrast to the vertical
direction, the multi-head Self-Attention mechanism applies: (i) Cross-
Attention to the time sequences to extract the queries 𝑄; and (ii)
Full-Attention to the recurrent states to obtain the keys 𝐾 and values
𝑉 . In this direction, residual connections are replaced by forget gates
which modify the recurrent states. In both directions the attention
mechanism is replicated in 𝐹 independent heads.

Analysing the Channel Branch, first the input sequences 𝑋 are
transposed and also modelled by a GRE, similar to the temporal branch.
After that, the Channel Branch contains a stack of 𝐻 identical layers.
Each layer comprises two sub-layers: (i) a multi-head Auto-Correlation
mechanism applied to 𝐹 independent heads, and (ii) multi-scale BGV
CNN. Following each sub-layer, a residual connection and a layer
normalisation are included (𝐴𝑑𝑑 & 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚 in Fig. 2). At last, the features
are merged into an output feature vector 𝑓𝐶 (𝑋).

Finally, after the Temporal and Channel Branches we include a
CNN, similar to (Li et al., 2021). Subsequently, all extracted features
are concatenated, 𝑓 (𝑋), and introduced into the similarity computation
module:

𝑓 (𝑋) = [CNN(𝑓𝑇 (𝑋));CNN(𝑓𝐶 (𝑋))] (3)

where 𝑓𝑇 (𝑋) and 𝑓𝐶 (𝑋) are the extracted features from the Temporal
nd Channel Branches, respectively.

.2. Similarity computation

As described in Fig. 1, the similarity computation module receives
s an input the features of the enrolled and test gait, 𝑓 (𝑋𝑒) and 𝑓 (𝑋𝑡),
o obtain the final similarity score. Three different configurations are
tudied: (i) Euclidean distance, (ii) OC-SVM, and (iii) B-SVM.

.2.1. Euclidean distance
This is a simple but very popular approach in biometrics based on

he distance between the feature vectors 𝑓 (𝑋𝑒) and 𝑓 (𝑋𝑡):

𝑑(𝑋𝑒, 𝑋𝑡) = ‖

‖

𝑓 (𝑋𝑒) − 𝑓 (𝑋𝑡)‖‖ (4)

.2.2. One-class support vector machine (OC-SVM)
This comprises of training a single specific SVM classifier per sub-

ect. In this particular configuration (one-class), only the enrolment
amples of the subject are considered to train the SVM.

.2.3. Binary support vector machine (B-SVM)
Similar to the OC-SVM, the B-SVM comprises of training one specific

VM classifier per subject. The main difference is that for each subject,
ne classifier is trained using both enrolment samples of the subject
nd also gait samples of other subjects (from a development dataset),
cting as impostors.
 E

4

. Databases

Two of the most popular public databases in mobile gait verifi-
ation are considered in the experimental framework of this study:
i) whuGAIT (Zou et al., 2020), and (ii) OU-ISIR (Ngo et al., 2014).
hese databases are used as they provide realistic and standard ex-
erimental protocols, considering specific development and evaluation
atasets with different subjects, making possible a fair comparison with
he state of the art (Fernandez-Lopez et al., 2019; Tran et al., 2021).

.1. WhuGAIT database

The whuGAIT database was presented by Zou et al. in 2020 (Zou
t al., 2020). This database includes accelerometer and gyroscope
ata collected with Samsung, Xiaomi, and Huawei smartphones in an
nconstrained scenario. There is no record of when, how, and where
martphones have been used. In total, data were acquired from 118
ubjects in both walking and non-walking scenarios with a sampling
requency of 50 Hz.

.2. OU-ISIR database

The OU-ISIR database was introduced by Ngo et al. in 2014 (Ngo
t al., 2014), being the largest public biometric gait database to date.
his database comprises 744 total subjects, including accelerometer
nd gyroscope data captured by three Inertial Measurement Units
IMUs) and a smartphone Motorola ME860 around the waist of the
ubject. A single session was recorded per subject where four activities
ere performed (two flat walking, slope-up walking, and slope-down
alking) with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. The database was
ivided into 2 sub-sets: (i) data from 744 subjects obtained using the
MU sensor located in the middle of the subject’s back waist (two
lat walking); and (ii) data from 408 subjects recorded by the three
MUs and the smartphone (two flat walking, slope-up walking, and
lope-down walking).

. Experimental setup

This section provides the details of the experimental framework of
he study. First, we describe in Section 5.1 the system configuration of
he proposed M-GaitFormer. Then, Section 5.2 presents the standard
xperimental protocol considered for whuGAIT and OU-ISIR databases
s a verification task.

.1. M-GaitFormer: System details

Regarding the Transformer-based feature extractor, the GRE con-
ains 𝐺 = 20 Gaussian distributions. The Temporal Branch contains

= 9, 𝑅 = 1, and 𝑀 = 2 layers, and 𝐹 = 8 independent heads
or each layer whereas the Channel Branch comprises 𝐻 = 1 layer
nd 𝐹 = 6 independent heads for each layer. In both branches, the
GV CNN contains 3 convolutional layers with 𝐿 units each, ReLU
ctivation functions, and kernel sizes 1, 3, and 5, respectively, followed
y dropout layers with a rate of 0.1. Finally, after the Temporal and
hannel Branches we consider 2 convolutional layers with 𝐿 units
ach, ReLU activation functions, and kernel sizes of 512 and 256,
espectively.

The Transformer-based feature extractor is trained with a triplet
oss function, using Euclidean distance with a margin 𝛼 = 1.0. Adam
ptimiser is considered with a learning rate of 0.001. It is trained
sing a stop condition: if the feature extractor does not achieve better
esults in the validation dataset during 15 epochs, the training stops.
egarding the similarity computation module, the OC-SVM has an RBF
ernel and 𝛾 = 1.0 while B-SVM has an RBF kernel and 𝛾 = 0.5.
xperiments are implemented in PyTorch.
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Table 1
Results of our proposed M-GaitFormer in terms of EER (%) for the whuGait and OU-ISIR evaluation datasets and for the
different similarity computation configurations considered: Euclidean distance, One-Class SVM (OC-SVM), and Binary SVM
(B-SVM). In addition, for completeness, we include: (i) the results achieved by the Vanilla Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017),
and (ii) the contributions in the performance of each of the branches considered in M-GaitFormer.
Method Databases

Feature extractor Similarity computation whuGAIT OU-ISIR

Euclidean distance 14.67 10.17
Vanilla Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) OC-SVM 10.15 6.55

B-SVM 5.82 5.30

M-GaitFormer Euclidean distance 13.03 9.15
(Temporal Branch OC-SVM 8.02 6.89
w/o Recurrent Layer) B-SVM 4.02 5.13

M-GaitFormer Euclidean distance 11.97 8.59
(Temporal Branch OC-SVM 7.70 6.78
w/ Recurrent Layer) B-SVM 4.11 4.79

M-GaitFormer Euclidean distance 13.97 9.80
(Channel Branch) OC-SVM 7.38 7.05

B-SVM 4.25 4.15

M-GaitFormer Euclidean distance 9.62 5.69
(Temporal + OC-SVM 4.54 3.73
Channel Branches) B-SVM 3.42 2.90
5.2. Experimental protocol

We describe next the details of the experimental protocol considered
for each database and stage (learning and inference):

• WhuGAIT: We follow the experimental protocol proposed by Tran
et al. in (Tran and Choi, 2020). From the 118 total subjects, 98 are
used in the learning stage for training the feature extractor while
the remaining 20 unseen subjects are only considered for the final
evaluation (inference stage). Regarding the learning stage, we
build triplets using the 98 subjects of the development dataset.
Each triplet comprises two genuine samples of the same subject
(enrolment and genuine test), and a third one from a different
subject (impostor test). The genuine and impostor test samples
included in the triplets are selected randomly with a uniform
distribution. Considering all possible triplets, a total of 284,030
triplets are included for the feature extractor training.

• OU-ISIR: We follow the same experimental protocol presented
in (Fernandez-Lopez et al., 2019) and (Tran et al., 2021). From
the 744 total subjects, 520 are used in the learning stage for train-
ing the feature extractor while the remaining 224 unseen subjects
are part of the final evaluation (inference stage). Concerning the
learning stage, we build triplets using the 520 subjects of the
development dataset, following the same approach described for
the WhuGAIT database. A total of 229,543 triplets are considered
for training the feature extractor.

Regarding the inference stage, we consider in both WhuGAIT and
U-ISIR databases the same experimental protocol. For each unseen

ubject of the evaluation dataset, we follow the same experimental
rotocol presented in (Tran and Choi, 2020; Fernandez-Lopez et al.,
019) and (Tran et al., 2021) 50% of the samples of the subject selected
andomly are used as enrolment, while the remaining 50% are consid-
red for testing in order to obtain the genuine scores. Impostor scores
re obtained comparing the enrolment samples of the subject with sam-
les of the remaining subjects of the evaluation dataset (same number
f genuine and impostor comparisons). Depending on the similarity
omputation approach considered (i.e., Euclidean distance, OC-SVM,
-SVM), the final score is calculated differently. For the Euclidean
istance, the final score is the average of the scores obtained when
omparing one test sample (genuine/impostor) with each enrolment
ample. For the SVM approaches, the final score is obtained when
omparing one test sample (genuine/impostor) with the specific SVM
odel created with all enrolment samples of that subject.
5

6. Experimental results

Section 6.1 provides an analysis of the proposed M-GaitFormer and
each of its modules, for both whuGAIT and OU-ISIR databases, and also
for the different similarity computation configurations (i.e., Euclidean
distance, OC-SVM, and B-SVM). Finally, we compare in Section 6.2
our proposed M-GaitFormer with the state of the art using the same
experimental protocol.

6.1. M-GaitFormer results

Table 1 shows the results of our proposed M-GaitFormer in terms of
EER (%) for the whuGAIT and OU-ISIR evaluation datasets and for the
different similarity computation configurations considered: Euclidean
distance, One-Class SVM (OC-SVM), and Binary SVM (B-SVM). In ad-
dition, for completeness, we include: (i) the results achieved by the
Vanilla Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017), and (ii) the contributions in
the performance of each of the branches considered in M-GaitFormer.

First, we analyse the impact in the system performance of each of
the branches considered in the proposed M-GaitFormer. To provide a
better understanding of the results, we focus now on the Euclidean
distance configuration, as the proposed Transformer is used as fea-
ture extractor. The Temporal Branch (without the recurrent layer)
achieves values of 13.03% and 9.15% EER for the whuGAIT and OU-
ISIR databases, respectively. These results are further improved if we
include the recurrent layer in the Temporal Branch, i.e., 11.97% and
8.59% EER for the whuGAIT and OU-ISIR databases, respectively. On
the other hand, we can see that the Channel Branch is also able to
extract discriminative features for the task, achieving EER values of
13.97% and 9.80% for the whuGAIT and OU-ISIR databases. Finally,
we can see in Table 1 how the combination of both Temporal and
Channel Branches achieves the best results in both whuGAIT (9.62%
EER) and OU-ISIR databases (5.69% EER). These results prove the
potential of our proposed Temporal and Channel Branches for the
feature extraction.

Analysing the impact of the similarity computation configuration,
we can see that in general, the Euclidean distance provides worse
results compared to the case of training classifiers such as SVM. For ex-
ample, focusing on the M-GaitFormer (Temporal + Channel Branches)
in Table 1, the Euclidean distance achieves values of 9.62% and 5.69%
EER for the whuGAIT and OU-ISIR databases, respectively. These re-
sults are further improved when considering the B-SVM (3.42% and
2.90% EER, respectively), with relative improvements of 64.45% and
49.03% EER. These results evidence the importance of using classifiers
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Fig. 3. DET curves and EER (%) results on the (a) whuGAIT and (b) OU-ISIR evaluation datasets for the Vanilla Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) and the proposed M-GaitFormer
in the three similarity computation configurations considered: (i) Euclidean distance (ED), (ii) One-Class SVM (OC-SVM), and (iii) Binary SVM (B-SVM).
such as SVM to better adapt the features extracted by the Transformer
to each specific subject. This is in accordance with related works that
have shown subject-adaptation (Fierrez et al., 2018a) to be very useful
in behavioural biometrics (Fierrez-Aguilar et al., 2005).

Finally, we compare in Table 1 the results achieved by our proposed
M-GaitFormer (Temporal + Channel Branches) with the original Vanilla
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017). In addition, for completeness, we
include in Fig. 3 the Detection Error Trade-Off (DET) curves of the
proposed M-GaitFormer and the Vanilla Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) for both whuGAIT and OU-ISIR databases. In general, we can
observe that M-GaitFormer outperforms the Vanilla Transformer in all
configurations (Euclidean distance, OC-SVM, and B-SVM), proving the
potential of the proposed method. For the Euclidean distance config-
uration, M-GaitFormer achieves relative improvements of 34.42% and
44.05% EER for the whuGAIT and OU-ISIR databases whereas for the
B-SVM configuration the relative improvements are 41.24% and 45.28%
EER, respectively. Finally, the best results achieved by the proposed
M-GaitFormer are 3.42% and 2.90% EER for the whuGAIT and OU-ISIR
databases.

6.2. Comparison with the state of the art

Table 2 provides a comparison in terms of EER (%) of the proposed
M-GaitFormer with others state-of-the-art approaches in the literature
for both whuGAIT and OU-ISIR evaluation datasets. Note that in some
cases, indicated in Table 2 with the symbol *, the studies do not use
the standard experimental setup considered in the literature, therefore
the results must be interpreted carefully. Despite of that, it is patent
that the proposed M-GaitFormer achieves state-of-the-art results in both
whuGAIT and OU-ISIR databases.

Analysing the results on the whuGAIT database, our proposed M-
GaitFormer achieves an EER of 3.42%, a relative EER improvement of
54.40% and 41.24% compared with systems based on LSTM architec-
tures (Zou et al., 2020; Tran et al., 2021). Furthermore, M-GaitFormer
outperforms previous approaches in the literature based on CNN &
LSTM (Zou et al., 2020; Tran et al., 2021) with relative improvements
of 47.39% and 24.34% EER.

A similar trend can be observed for the OU-ISIR database. Our
proposed M-GaitFormer achieves an EER of 2.90%. This is a relative
EER improvement of 72.20% and 35.41% compared with traditional
CNN architectures (Nguyen et al., 2017; Tran and Choi, 2020). In ad-
dition, M-GaitFormer achieves a relative EER improvement of 61.59%
and 56.26% in comparison with LSTM architectures (Fernandez-Lopez
et al., 2019; Tran et al., 2021). Finally, M-GaitFormer reaches a relative
improvement of 13.69% EER in comparison with the CNN & LSTM
architecture presented in (Tran et al., 2021).

This comparison with the state of the art proves the potential of our
proposed M-GaitFormer architecture for the task of mobile biometric

gait verification, outperforming previous approaches based on CNN,

6

Table 2
Comparison of the proposed M-GaitFormer system with state-of-the-art approaches in
mobile biometric gait verification in terms of EER (%) for the whuGait and OU-ISIR
evaluation datasets (Tran and Choi, 2020; Ngo et al., 2014). Note that the symbol *
indicates those studies that do not use the standard experimental setup considered in
the literature.

Study Method Database

whuGAIT OU-ISIR

(Nguyen et al.,
2017)

CNN – 10.43

(Fernandez-Lopez
et al., 2019)

LSTM – 7.55

(Subramanian and
Sarkar, 2019)

Kabsch
alignment

– > 6.00

(Tran and Choi,
2020)

CNN – 4.49

(Zou et al., 2020) LSTM 7.50 –
CNN & LSTM 6.50 –

(Tran et al., 2021) LSTM 5.82 6.63
CNN & LSTM 4.52 3.36

M-GaitFormer Transformer 3.42 2.90

LSTM, or a combination. Some of the advances that have been achieved
by applying Transformers are: (i) application of Auto-Correlation and
attention mechanisms, which allow operating over long sequences;
(ii) operation on all previous samples of the time sequence at the
same time, without the need to summarise; (iii) extraction of features
from two different perspectives (Channel and Temporal Branches),
obtaining more discriminative information; and (iv) inclusion of a GRE
together with the Auto-Correlation and the Block-Recurrent attention to
extract features over the entire time sequence instead of single points,
considering important aspects in time sequences such as the samples
distribution over the time.

7. Conclusions

This article has proposed M-GaitFormer, a novel mobile gait veri-
fication system based on Transformers. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first time that Transformers have been applied to the mobile
biometric gait verification task.

M-GaitFormer consists of two modules (i) a Transformer-based
feature extractor trained on a learning stage using a development
dataset; and (ii) a similarity computation module (Euclidean distance
or SVM) which gives the final verification score of the comparison
(inference stage). Our experiments are conducted with two popular
public databases in mobile gait verification (whuGAIT and OU-ISIR),
considering the same experimental protocol proposed in the state of
the art. Due to the progress shown by the Transformers with respect to
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CNNs and RNNs, our proposed M-GaitFormer system outperforms the
state of the art achieving results of 3.42% and 2.92% EER on whuGAIT
and OU-ISIR databases, respectively.

Future work will explore and analyse Transformers in other be-
havioural biometric modalities such as swipe (Fierrez et al., 2018b)
and handwritten signature (Tolosana et al., 2022), and also imple-
ment privacy-preserving techniques for sensitive data in biometric
scenarios (Melzi et al., 2022; Delgado-Santos et al., 2022c).
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